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Impulse signals classification using one
dimensional convolutional neural network

Mikhail Olkhovskiy, Eva Müllerová, Petr Mart́ınek1

The main purpose of this work is to propose a modern one-dimensional convolutional neural network (1 D CNN)
configurations for distinguishing separate PD impulses from different types of PD sources while the parameters of these
sources are changed. Three PD sources were built for signal generation: corona discharge, discharge in a void, and surface
discharge. The reason for using separate PD impulses for classification is to develop a universal tool with the ability to
recognize an insulation defects by analysing very few events in the insulation in a short range of time. Additionally, we found
the optimal sample rates for the data acquisition for these network configurations. The necessity of signal filtering was also
tested. The following configurations of a neural network were proposed: configuration for classification raw PD impulses;
configuration for classification of PD impulses represented by power spectral density, for both filtered and unfiltered variants.
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1 Introduction

For analyzing PD signals caused by defects in high
voltage equipment, the artificial neural networks (ANN)
are being widely used. During the last years, conventional
ANNs configurations for PD recognition and classification
were proposed by many authors. Papers are devoted to
PD phenomenon in a wide range of equipment such as gas
insulated switchgears [1], power transformers [2], cables
[3], and insulators [4]. Some researchers use laboratory
setups to model PD activity for determining the optimal
neural network type and its configuration [5].

Generally, PD signal processing in the case of con-
ventional ANN applications, consists of the next steps:
data acquisition, signal denoising, PD feature extraction,
and PD classification, Fig. 1(a). Denoising is an essen-
tial procedure for conventional PD measurements because
external noise interference can significantly degrade the

measurement sensitivity. Feature extraction is a follow-
ing necessary part of data processing when conventional
neural networks are used. The aim of a feature extrac-
tion is to obtain the relevant features of a PD signal
to determine the characteristics correlated with a spe-
cific insulating defect. Statistical parameters, such as:
skewness, kurtosis, mean, variance, and cross-correlation
factor, are commonly used for feature extraction. More-
over, frequency and time features, fractal features, cross
wavelet spectrum, two-pass split window scheme, auto-
correlation technics, and even chaos theory can be applied
to a feature generation, the overview of these technics can
be found in work [6].

Neural networks which consist of more than two hid-
den layers, are commonly called deep neural networks.
If some of the hidden layers are represented by convo-
lutional filters, then such a network is called Convolu-
tional Neural Network (CNN). The most significant ad-

Fig. 1. Comparing the conventional neural network classification using: (a) – manually designed features, and (b) – classification with
deep-learning structures, [7]
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the experimental setup for the case of corona discharge

vantage a CNNs offers is that they can combine feature
extraction and classification tasks in one structure. CNN-
based networks learn to extract features from a signal,
these features are guaranteed to be relevant to the spe-
cific insulating defect. Therefore, there is no necessity for
human-constructed features as is in conventional ANNs.
It is graphically expressed in Fig. 1(b).

CNNs were initially designed to process data repre-
sented in the form of 2 D arrays since it was necessary to
classify images. It is the reason for using phase-resolved
partial discharge (PRPD) diagram, phase-resolved pulse
sequence (PRPS) diagram, and normalized differenced
(NoDi) pattern for PD signal classification by 2 D CNNs.
PRPD diagram is a f − q − n histogram in which f

is a phase position, q is a charge, and n is a density
[8]. PRPS diagram uses the time difference between PD
events. NoDi pattern was developed for direct current sys-
tem diagnosis and uses the time difference between PD
impulses also. Another way to transform 1 D data into
2 D form is the application of a Fourier transformation,
resulting in frequency-time representation [9, 10]. In work
[11], the shapes of PD signals in time domain and their
spectra are used to overcome the interference problem
to detect different types of defects in high voltage power
cables.

In the case of 2 D representation, a conclusion regard-
ing the nature of a PD signal is made based on analyzing
the high level features of the signal (skewness, kurtosis,
etc.). It means that information about the shape of the
individual PD impulses is completely lost. Method pro-
posed in this work allows us to use information hidden
in the shape of the individual PD impulse and, at the
same time, a possibility for further analyzing of an in-
formation about the time of pulse occurrence remains.
Moreover, in this case, we use a raw PD signal in the
form of one-dimensional tensor, which allows us to apply
modern mathematical algorithms in the form of 1 D CNN
to process raw PD impulses with minimal preprocessing,
ie . without transformation to a 2 D representation. Such
steps have also been made by some researchers, for exam-
ple, work [10] proposed a 1 D CNN to classify 3 different
types of PDs in power transformers by using signal from
acoustic emission sensors.

In our work, we concerned a network configuration for
distinguishing not only impulses from a different source of
PD signal, but also for distinguishing impulses from the
same type of PD source with a slightly different source
configuration, such as pressure, electrode distances, void
diameter and others, described in the next chapters.Due
to using separate PD impulses for analysis, proposed 1 D
CNN configuration can be also applied for distinguish-
ing multiple discharge sources. The only difficulty that
can arise is overlapping two or more impulses from two
or more sources or from the same source of PD signal.
The probability of these events and the level of affecting
of algorithm performance will be determined in the far-
ther experiments. Another reason for using separate PD
impulses is to obtain a universal tools for analizing the
signal also in DC equipment, where the phase angle is
absent.

Table 1. The combinations of the parameters and corresponding
class names for corona discharge

Electrode
Pressure

Protrusion
Classdistance length
name

(mm) (kPa) (mm)

30 300 5 n0

30 300 2 n1

30 250 2 n2

30 250 5 n3

40 300 5 n4

40 300 2 n5

40 250 2 n6

40 250 5 n7

2 Experimental setup

To test the algorithm, three types of PD were cho-
sen: corona discharge, discharge in a void, and surface
discharge. Setup for the generation of a corona discharge
consists of two spherical electrodes with a diameter of 15
cm, placed into the metallic vessel (Fig. 2). One of the
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Table 2. The combinations of the parameters and corresponding
class names for internal discharge

Electrode Void Void
Classdistance diameter length
name

(mm) (mm) (mm)

4 1.5 1.5 n8

4 2.5 2.5 n9

Table 3. The combinations of the parameters and corresponding
class names for surface discharge

Insulation Grounded Tip
Classsheet electrode electrode
name

thickness diameter curvature

2.6 mm 75 mm 0.5 mm n10

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the experimental setup: (a) – volume discharge, and (b) – surface discharge.

electrodes is connected to a high voltage source, repre-

sented by a laboratory 50 Hz PD-free transformer. An-

other electrode is grounded. Grounded electrode has an

artificial protrusion in the form of a tip with a radius of

curvature 0,5 mm. Length of the artificial protrusion can

be set in the range from 0 to 10 mm. Before filling with

synthetic air, the vessel was evacuated by a vacuum pump

to reach a medium vacuum inside. In this experiment, im-

pulses from corona discharge were obtained for two levels

of pressure: 250 kPa and 300 kPa. Second parameter was

distance between the spherical electrodes, it was 30 mm

and 40 mm. Third parameter was a protrusion length: 2

mm and 5 mm. Combining these parameters, eight sep-

arate classes of corona discharge, named from n0 to n7,

were obtained and recorded. These combinations are rep-

resented in Tab 1.

In Fig. 3(a), the setup for obtaining the signal from

the internal discharge is shown. It includes a container

with two electrodes filled with insulation oil. Between the

electrodes, a plate made of insulation material was placed

containing an artificial void with a dimension represented

in Table 2. There are two variants: the first of them had

the void with 1,5 mm diameter and 1,5 mm length, and

the second one had the void with 2,5 mm diameter and

2,5 mm length.

Next type of PD was a surface discharge, Fig. 3(b).

The setup for this type was arranged in such way that

the grounded electrode was placed under the insulating

plate, while the energized upper tip electrode is in touch

with the insulating plate. The thickness of the insulating

material is 2,6 mm.

Commercial PD analyzer was used to control the pres-

ence of partial discharge and a type of partial discharge.

3 Data acquisition and processing

As an input for ANN, often, preprocessed PD signal is
used. Therefore, phase-resolved partial discharge (PRPD)
diagram and phase-resolved pulse sequence (PRPS) dia-
gram are usually applied in the case of alternating current
(AC), and a normalized differenced (NoDi) pattern for the
case of direct current (DC) [15]. The main purpose of our
work is to propose and test an algorithm for processing
raw PD impulses, it is without the construction of a PD
diagram. The reason is to develop a universal tools with
the ability to recognize an insulation defects by analyzing
very few PD impulses in a short range of time.

To provide separate PD impulses to ANNs input, two
possibilities exists. The first theme is to use an efficient al-
gorithm for detecting and extracting impulses from time
series data [16]. Then, the extracted PD impulses can be
pass to the ANNs input. This method is suitable for pro-
cessing PD signals obtained in the field condition. The
second one is to use oscilloscope with a predefined time
window and predefined trigger level, in this way we obtain
PD impulses already prepared for ANN learning, valida-
tion and testing. This method is appropriate for labora-
tory conditions. Because the primary aim of our work is to
propose a 1 D CNN configuration for distinguishing sep-
arate PD impulses, we decided to use the second method,
consisting in the use of already separated PD impulses.

Data acquisition was performed by means of a capa-
citive-inductive coupling unit, which is normally used for
partial discharge measuring, according to testing stan-
dards. Coupling unit was connected to a digital oscillo-
scope through an amplifier with bandwidth 40 kHz 20
MHz. Time window during signal acquisition was set to
5000 ns (500 ns/div). Every digitized PD signal record
contains 50000 significant sampled values (10 GS/s). Cap-
tured PD impulses were stored on the oscilloscope storage
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Table 4. Corona discharge recorded PD impulses: class/electrode distance/pressure

Protrusion length 2 mm

n1/30 mm/300 kPa n5/40 mm/300 kPa n2/30 mm/250 kPa n6/40 mm/250 kPa
Normalized amplitude (au)

0 20000 Data points (au)

0.8

0.4

0

Normalized amplitude (au)

0 20000 Data points (au)

0.8

0.4

0

Normalized amplitude (au)

0 20000 Data points (au)

0.8

0.4

0

Normalized amplitude (au)

0 20000 Data points (au)

0.8

0.4

0

Normalized amplitude (au)

0 20000 Data points (au)

-0.8

0

-0.4

Normalized amplitude (au)

0 20000 Data points (au)

-0.8

0

-0.4

Normalized amplitude (au)

0 20000 Data points (au)

-0.8

0

-0.4

Normalized amplitude (au)

0 20000 Data points (au)

-0.8

0

-0.4

Protrusion length 5 mm

n0/30mm/300 kPa n4/40mm/300 kPa n3/30mm/250 kPa n7/40mm/250 kPa
Normalized amplitude (au)

0 20000 Data points (au)

0.8

0.4

0

Normalized amplitude (au)

0 20000 Data points (au)

0.8

0.4

0

Normalized amplitude (au)

0 20000 Data points (au)

0.8

0.4

0

Normalized amplitude (au)

0 20000 Data points (au)

0.8

0.4

0

Normalized amplitude (au)

0 20000 Data points (au)

-0.8

0

-0.4

Normalized amplitude (au)

0 20000 Data points (au)

-0.8

0

-0.4

Normalized amplitude (au)

0 20000 Data points (au)

-0.8

0

-0.4

Normalized amplitude (au)

0 20000 Data points (au)

-0.8

0

-0.4

Table 5. Recorded PD impulses for discharge in a void (different diameters in mm) and surface discharge

Void dischage Surface discharge

n8/1.5 mm n9/2.5 mm n10/-
Normalized amplitude (au)

0 200 Data points (au)

0.8

0.4

0

400 800

Normalized amplitude (au)

0 200 Data points (au)

0.8

0.4

0

400 800

Normalized amplitude (au)

0 200 Data points (au)

0.8

0.4

0

400 800

for further processing. All data processing was done by
using Python programming language and its toolkits.

Each class from n0 to n10 contains 200 records, in that,
classes n0-n7 contain 100 records with positive polarity
impulses and 100 records with negative polarity impulses.

To keep versatility and reproducibility, the amplitudes of

PD impulses were normalized in a range from 0 to 1.

Examples of normalized impulses, corresponding to each

class, are shown in the tables below.
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Table 6. Time-per-step parameter during learning process for different sample rate of the signal

Processing Samples Window Sampling Sample rate Learning:

abbreviation per window length factor Sample time/step (µs)

W0-S50000 50000 0 10 GS/s 3000

W81-S50000 50000 81 10 GS/s 3000

W81-S25000 25000 81 2 5 GS/s 1000

W81-S12500 12500 81 4 2.5 GS/s 600

W81-S6250 6250 81 8 1.25 GS/s 307

W81-S3125 3125 81 16 625 MS/s 170

W81-S1562 1562 81 32 312 MS/s 100

W81-S781 781 81 64 156 MS/s 70

W0-S781 781 0 64 156 MS/s 70

W81-S390 390 81 128 78 MS/s 56

W81-S195 195 81 256 39 MS/s 42

W81-S97 97 81 512 19 MS/s 42

W81-S48 48 81 1024 9.6 MS/s 42

For applying the classification algorithm, 200 records

within every class were divided in the following way: 140

records were used as a training data set (70 negative and

70 positive, for the case of classes n0-n7), 40 records were

used as a validation data set (20 negative and 20 positive,

for the case of classes n0-n7) and 20 records as a testing

data set (10 negative and 10 positive, for the case of

classes n0-n7).

Thus, to determine the difference in efficiency of the

neural network signal processing, a moving average func-

tion was applied to the raw signal to suppress a back-

ground noise. From Fig. 4, it is apparent that a function

window with length parameters 51 and 81 effectively sup-

presses the background noise and at the same time the

details of the useful signal remain intact. It seems reason-

able to use a function window length equal 81 for this ex-

periment. Similar results can be obtained by application

of a low pass Butterworth filter with cut-off frequency

120-150 MHz.

Fig. 4. Detail of the useful signal with different moving average

function window length applied

To simulate the different sample rates of the signal
acquisition equipment, the original signal was downsam-
pled by different downsampling factors and, as a result, a
set of variants, presented in Tab. 4, was obtained. Using a
signal with low sampling rate helps to reduce the data vol-
ume and save the computational resources of the system.
Consequently, downsampling allows to increase training
and classification speed by using a simpler neural network
structure. Such improvement in a learning speed is visi-
ble from time-per-step values (Tab. 6), obtained during
the learning process. These time-per-step values are rel-
evant for the computing system based on the graphical
card GeForce GTX 1650 (1,68 GHz) with 4 GB DDR5
(8 GHz). For convenience, every version of signal pro-
cessing corresponds to the relevant abbreviation. Where
W indicates the window length of the smoothing average
function, S is the number of samples contained in one PD
record. Since it is planned to use cost-effective solution
for PD signal acquisition for further experiments, vari-
ants of data processing, named W0-S781 and W81-S781,
were chosen for using in the classification task. Config-
urations W0-S390, W81-S390, W0-S195, W81-S195 can
be used for the classification of PD signals, but the clas-
sification capability for classes number 1 and number 5
significantly decreases in this case. Configurations W0-
S97, W81-S97, W0-S48, W81-S48 are not useful due to
signal aliasing occurrence.

4 Network configurations

and results classification

As stated above, one-dimensional convolutional neural
network (1 D CNN) is considered to have great capability
for 1 D signal processing. According to this, the following
structure, shown in Fig. 5, was proposed for data process-
ing in this experiment for data configuration W0-S781.
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Fig. 5. 1 D CNN configuration for W0-S781 (Optimizer: Adam. batch size 170, epochs 80, loss function categorical cross entropy, metrics
categorical accuracy )

Fig. 6. (a) – original PD signal, (b) – PSD for original PD signal, (c) – time-shifted PD signal, (d) – PSD for time-shifted PD signal

As a part of data preparation, firstly, time-amplitude

data values of the PD signal were extracted from TRC file

(which is the oscilloscope file extension format), then they

are placed in the 2 D tensor with a size M ×K , where

M is depending on the number of training, validation or

testing samples, respectively. K is the number of sampled

data points. Thus, for the configuration W0-S781, the

parameter K = 781 , and for the training case we have

the tensor with a size 140×781 , for validation, with a size

40×781 , for testing with a size 20×781 . Simultaneously,

1 D tensors consisting of information about classes which

corresponds to the relative PD signal sample and with a

size of M × 1 are generated.

Before placing the data into the 2 D tensor, every am-

plitude vector passed through a normalization process,

where the amplitude volumes were normalized in a range

from 0 to 1. After normalization, the smoothing aver-

age function (low pass filtering) was applied. Afterwards,

a downsampling procedure was employed to simulate dif-

ferent sampling frequency and its influence. Subsequently,

the operation of concatenation was applied and the fol-

lowing tensors are obtained by using in the network train-

ing and validation process: for training it is a 1540× 781

2 D tensor with corresponding class number in the form

of 1540 × 1 vector; for validation it is a 440 × 781 2 D

tensor with corresponding class number in the form of

440× 1 vector; for testing it is 220× 781 2 D tensor with

corresponding class numbers in form of 220× 1 vector.

Network construction was realized by high-level neural

network API Keras [12]. The network has an input layer,
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Table 7. Proposed network structures for using PSD as an input
for the 1D CNN; parameters: filters/kernel-size, N -neurons

Layer Parameters Activation

W81-S781-PSD W0-S781-PSD

Conv1D 10/31 5/3 ReLU

Conv1D 20/7 10/7 ReLU

Dropout 0.5 0.5

Conv1D 40/3 20/31 ReLU

Batch normalization

Dropout 0.5 0.5

Flatten

Dense N : 128 N : 128 ReLU

Batch normalization

Dropout 0.5 0.5

Dense N : 11 N : 11 softmax

hidden layers in the form of convolutional and dropout
layers in different combinations, and conventional fully
connected layers at the output (Fig. 5). General rule is
that with the number of hidden layers increasing, the ca-
pabilities of CNN increases significantly, and more sam-
ples are needed to avoid overfitting. Overfitting is a situ-
ation when a network describes the training data set well
but does not have enough predictive ability for new data.
Pooling layers are usually inserted between convolutional
ones. They reduce the spatial data size and help to control
an overfitting. It turned out that the pooling layer did not
work properly in our case and, therefore, do not include
it in the network structure. Furthermore, batch normal-
ization was employed to speed up the training process.
The Softmax function is applied as an activation function
of the output layer. This function returns the probabil-
ity distribution over mutually exclusive output classes for
multiclass classification problems [13].

We have also tested behaviour of the proposed net-
work configuration in a classification task when different
lengths of a noise data sequence appear before useful sig-
nals. Examples of such different length are represented in
Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(c ). The network was trained using

the impulses as shown in Fig. 6(a). All testing samples
with impulses like in Fig. 6(c) were misclassified. Fortu-
nately, the real PD signal is supposed to be subjected to
an impulse extracting algorithm. That algorithm keeps
always almost the same noise data sequence before a use-
ful signal impulse is extracted. If for some reason this
condition is not met, then Power Spectral Density (PSD)
of the recorded PD impulses can be used as an input of
1 D CNN [14]. Further, in the paper, this configuration
is named as W0-S781-PSD.

To avoid overfitting in the configurations W0-S781-
PSD and W81-S781-PSD, a dropout mechanism was ap-
plied (dropout layers in the network structure), consisting
of randomly dropping a neuron so that it would not con-
tribute to the learning and predictive process. Founded
network configuration that shows a good classification
performance when PSD is used as an input, is represented
in Tab. 7.

The result of classification of PD impulses, processed
according to W0-S781 configuration, is presented in
Fig. 7. For this configuration was used the network struc-
ture, shown in Fig. 5. From the confusion matrix, shown
in Fig. 7(a), follows that in the case of class number 1 and
class number 5, we obtained a relatively high error rate.
Class number 1 belongs to the experimental setup con-
figuration with a distance between the electrodes 30 mm,
pressure in the vessel 300 kPa, and length of a protrusion
2 mm. Three out of seventeen impulses were mistakenly
classified as belonging to the configuration with a pres-
sure in the vessel 250 kPa. The similar situation occurred
in the configuration with a distance between the elec-
trodes 40 mm, pressure 300 kPa, and the protrusion 2
mm (class no5). In this case, 70% (14 out of 20) impulses
were correctly classified as belonging to class no5, but
five impulses were classified as belonging to class no6,
and it is clearly not correct. Impulses in class no6 were
obtained for the pressure in vessel 250 kPa. From this, it
can be concluded, that pressures in the vessel may have
a small impact on the impulse shape in the time domain
and it leads to the high level of misclassification. On the
contrary, pressures in the vessel in the case of the setup
configuration with the 5 mm protrusion length, had a sig-
nificant impact on the shape of the PD impulses, which

Fig. 7. Confusion matrix: (a) – of configuration W0-S781, and (b) – of configuration W81-S781
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Fig. 8. Confusion matrix: (a) – of network configuration W0-S781-PSD, (b) – of configuration W81-S781-PSD

leads to classification accuracy from 95% (class numbers
4 and 7) to 100% (class no0 and no3). In Fig. 7(b) we
represent the result of classification, when the filtered PD
impulses were used, namely, for the configuration W81-
S781. It was found that there is no significant difference
in classification performance between raw PD impulses
and smoothed (filtered) PD impulses.

PD impulses for classes no8 and no9 were obtained
from the internal discharge in a void. In the case of
class number 8, we used a void with a diameter 1.5 mm
(Tab. 5). And in the case of class no9, it was a 2.5 mm di-
ameter void. Classification algorithm showed 100 % clas-
sification accuracy for this type of partial discharge signal
for both filtered and unfiltered variants. PD impulses for
classes number 10 were obtained from the surface dis-
charge. Classification accuracy was 100% for this class
for both filtered and unfiltered variants.

The result of the classification of PD impulses, pro-
cessed according to W0-S781-PSD configuration, that
is, using power spectral density, is presented in Fig. 8.
For this configuration were used the network structures,
shown in Tab. 7. It is evident that the overall classifica-
tion accuracy is lower than in the case of using raw PD
impulses, especially for class no1, 2, 5, 6, and 7. After ap-
plying of PD signal filtering, class no5 evinces the higher
level of misclassifying than without filtering. The param-
eter that was changed to obtain this class is distance be-
tween the electrodes. Differentiability for class number 1
is remained on the same low level in both filtered and un-
filtered variants. Worth mentioning that the number of
misclassification events for configurations W0-S781-PSD
and W81-S781-PSD never fell below 55%. Therefore, the
ability for a decision about what source of a PD it is
remains.

5 Conclusions

Proposed one-dimensional convolutional neural net-
work configurations can distinguish separate partial dis-
charge impulses from different PD sources and different

configurations of a source. In most cases, 20 out of 20
tested PD impulses within one class were classified cor-
rectly. A total of 11 classes were tested simultaneously.
Misclassification events occurred in variants, in which
pressures in the vessel were changed as a parameter. We
can conclude from this that the pressure may have a small
influence on the impulse shape. The effect is more pro-
nounced in the case of using a power spectral density
diagram as an input for the neural network. Such behav-
ior of the classification algorithm can be explained by the
PD impulses having similar features in the frequency do-
main, which causes difficulties for classification. Thus, it
is recommended to use the time domain. It can be also
concluded that there is no significant difference between
the filtered and unfiltered PD signals in the case of using
the proposed 1 D CNN configurations. In addition, as a
part of data preparation, thirteen variants with different
sampling rate were generated and tested. Sampling rate
156 MS/s was found optimal for data processing by the
proposed neural network configuration for both filtered
and unfiltered signals. Variants with a sampling rate 39
MS/s and 78 MS/s were found still useful, but the differ-
entiability of a corona discharge significantly decreases in
this case, especially for distinguishing between the vari-
ant obtained with different levels of pressure in the ves-
sel. It is not possible to use a sampling rate less than 19
MS/s due to signal aliasing occurrence. Thus, an opti-
mal sampling rate for data acquisition can be accepted
in the range 100-160 MS/s without significantly affecting
the data analyzing performance.
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